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During last months, FACTIVE partners have

hardly worked in their respective Intellectual

Outputs (IOs) and this work produced very

satisfactory results.

Specifically, on the IO2 – the FACTIVE learning

methodology and the IO 3 – the FACTIVE

training toolkit.

IO2 will establish a specially designed FACTIVE

flipped classroom methodology. This innovative

way of learning will provide VET with new

methods and resources to overcome

traditional learning limits in textile teaching.

IO3 will be the virtual platform where

students and trainers or teachers will

gather and implement the FACTIVE

learning methodology.

Now, partners are focusing on the

competition of these outputs and on the

development of the next ones: IO4 – a

FACTIVE handbook for the teachers and

trainers and the IO5 – a Pilot phase that

will test whole FACTIVE structure at the

end of the project.

2nd FACTIVE TRANSNATIONAL PROJECT MEETING

The FACTIVE partnership made it possible to

meet under an hybrid format last June, in

Ljubljana. Some were able to travel to Slovenia and

the rest followed the meeting virtually.

The meeting counted with the special participation of

the Erasmus+ National Agency from Portugal, who

congratulated the partnership for its work.

During the session, IVOC presented the final results

of the IO1 and the rest of the partners updated the

consortium about their current tasks and IOs.

Furthermore, STEP Institute dynamized a

workshop for the rest of the partners, that

generated determinant guidelines for the IO2

definition.

Partnership during the meeting



Last October, the FACTIVE partnership met for the transnational co-creation and

validation workshop. A previewed activity to validate content and structure of the whole

FACTIVE structure developed up until the moment.

Apart from this, the partners took the occasion to hold an extra transnational project

meeting for a general update of each partner’s tasks.

The event was hold in Porto, Portugal. And after a visit of the partner MODATEX facilities, the

three-journey workshop began.

The next FACTIVE meeting is going to

take place in February, in Brussels.

CO-CREATION WORKSHOP

UPCOMING EVENTS

Next meeting
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Among other relevant activities,

partners could check and experiment

the FACTIVE methodology thanks to

a theoretical simulation led by the

partner STEP Institute. Also, Link

Campus University gave the partners the

moment to check the MOOC (the

Massive Open Online Course) content

and how was it allocated in the virtual

platform (IO3). And partners tested

and validated them all.

Partnership during the IO4 workshop

The discussions after that, focused on the IO4 and the IO5 definition, next steps and tasks.

For more information:

Check out FACTIVE website and social

media:

factiveproject.eu - Instagram - Linkedin

Contact: 

factive@gmail.com

http://www.factiveproject.eu/
https://www.instagram.com/factive_eu_project/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8325454/
mailto:factive@gmail.com

